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CHAPTER 21 (Part 2) 

Economic & Social Unrest 
1830-1850 

 

Section 6: (pp 704 - 705): Classical Economics    RB: 270 - 271  

 Intro  

  1  What are the basic ideals of Classical (liberal) economics 

  2.  What Group did it appeal to? 

 Malthus on Population 

  3.  Worst explanation of Malthus ever!!! 

  4.  According to Malthus, is there any obligation on the wealthy to help to poor? 

Ricardo on wages 

  Hmmmmm,  so Ricardo tells factory owners what they want to hear and creates a “scientific” veneer  

  for greed.  ?? 

  

 Government Policies based on Classical Economics 

  5.  Look up the definition of Utilitarianism on page G-10 (glossary) 

  6.  What were the Poor laws designed to do? 

  7.  Corn Laws = Tariffs (taxes) on food.  Repeal of the Corn Laws would accomplish what? 

  

  

Section 7: (pp 705 - 710): Early Socialism      RB.  271 – 279 

 Intro 

  1.  What were the socialist critiques of free markets/capitalist order? 

 

  2.  What did the socialist believe about human society? 

 

Utopian Socialism 

  3   Are Utopian Socialist an official group?? 

  4.  What did they want? 

    Outcome? 

  5.  Saint-Simonson did not support wealth redistribution (rich to the  poor), he favored . . . 

  6.  Owen wanted to make factories . . . .  

  7.  What type of world did Fourier envision? 
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  8.  Is it just me, or did each of the utopian socialist sections mention sex? ? 

  9.  Louis Blanc was different.  He believed that conditions would improve if workers had  . . .  

  10.  The others focused on worker conditions, Blanc knew that the power of the ___________ could  

     improve conditions 

 

 Anarchism 
         not much here.  Just see how it fits with the era 

 Marxism:     Aside from the little digs, Kagan does an excellent job on this. 

  11.  What 3 things separated Marxism from other socialists 

  12.  How important is the “basic productive process” (economic system) we live under? 

  13.  Would Marx support Factory Reform laws to reduce child labor, etc.? 

    Why / Why not? 

  14.  What is “required” to fix harsh working conditions? 

  15.  According to Marx, Capitalism is reducing the number of _________________, and increasing  

     the number of __________________ 

  16.  “The Proletarian revolution was __________________” 

  17.  Once the Proletariat came to power, what would end? 

  NOTICE:  Unlike the Utopians, Marx didn’t tell you what should happen, he claimed to tell you 

     what has happened and is going to happen, scientifically. 

   

Section 8 (pp 710 - 720): Revolutions of 1848     RB: 281 - 305 

 Intro 

  1.  Which group was the “dynamic force for change”?? 

  2.  What kind of reforms were they “pushing for”? 

  3.  Since they were small in number, “they began to appeal  for support from the _______________” 

  4.  However, this later group wanted focusing on  . ..  

  5.  What was the difference in the tactics used by these two groups? 

  This is NOT going to end well.   

  Wow, the last paragraph is pure gold.  Make sure you understand it.   Pretty intense analysis.  

France: The Second Republic and Louis Napoleon      
  So people in Paris barricade the streets AGAIN, and a government flees. 

  6.  OK, liberals wanted to do what?? 
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  7.  What did the workers in the street demand? 

  8.  Who led the workers? 

  9.  There’s an election.   Who wins?   Who loses? 

  10.  What is the worker response in June? 

  11.  What was the liberal government’s response to the June Days revolt 

  12. Why did voters turn to Louis Napoleon? 

  13.  What kind of government was created in 1852? 

 The Hapsburg Empire: Nationalism Resisted    

  14.  The trouble begins with what ethnic group? 

  15.  What was Metternich’s response to the uprising? 

  16.  Whoah!!  What did the government do in order to split the Revolutionary Peasants FROM the  

     revolutionary middle class in Vienna?? 

         OK OK, Page 716-717 is a mess.      Read  RB 285-288  to make sense of it. 

  17.  By January 1849, what had become of the revolution in Austria? 

 Italy: Republicanism Defeated 

  18.  So a Roman Republic is created.  What is the end result in 1849??   

 Germany: Liberalism Frustrated 

        “liberal contagion”    Niiiice.   Contagion = disease  

  19. So in Berlin Prussia in March,  it looks like a revolution is brewing based on what  principles? 

  20. However, by April, what has occurred? 

  21.  Which group controlled the Frankfurt Parliament? 

  22.  Who opposed it? 

  23.  So did the Frankfurt Parliament create a small Germany or a Big Germany? 

  24.  Who did they offer the German Crown to? 

  25.  What was his response?    

 In Perspective 

  26.  So the end result is that middle class became more concerned with . . .  

         This whole section is really done.  Read it twice to really get the chapter. 


